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Women in Agriculture: An Historical Perspective 

1. Setting the context 

The social division of labour is just about as old as society itself. In the early days 

of our evolution men and women were involved in different kinds of economic 

activities. By and large, women were involved in gathering fruit and vegetables 

whilst men were involved in hunting. 

Early on, the fact that men and women did different things did not necessarily 

signify inequality: the different activities were complimentary. Also, roles tended to 

be operational, rather than ideological. In other words, people were assigned roles 

according to their physical capabilities. If a hunting expedition needed speed, the 

fastest running member of the team would lead it. If it was dangerous, the leader 

was selected according to the fighting skills available among members of the team. 

But the leadership role was not permanent: it lasted only until the end of the 

expedition. 

Evidence of the fact that roles were operational rather than ideological, could be 

found in fairly recent history. Mantatisi of the Batlokwa people, for instance, though 

a female regent, led the military expeditions of her people from in front. Also, the 

“mother right”, in terms of which a person’s lineage was determined in relation to 

his/her mother, dominated human history for a very long time: it was disturbed, 

incidentally, by the consequences of the agricultural revolution. 

 

2. The Agricultural Revolution 

I have indicated that men and women did different things in our early evolution. 

Women’s economic activity was focused on gathering. Men were mostly out 

hunting. That means women spent more time than men around the areas where 

they lived for the time-being. Therefore they were better placed to notice the 

surroundings where they were living (for the time-being) than men. 

One of the things they noticed was that whatever they did not eat, and threw away, 

tended to grow where they had thrown it away. They also noticed that things grew 

more strongly if they were covered with soil, than those which were just thrown on 

the surface. They started covering what remained of the food they gathered and it 

grew very well. 

From that moment onwards, people started planting things and agriculture was 

established. It changed people’s ways of life drastically. You may have noticed that 

I kept saying “for the time-being” when I referred to places where people lived. The 
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reason is that people did not live at one place: they followed the different seasons 

of the year in search for food! But once they started planting their food, that 

changed. The practice of agriculture required that they had to look after the things 

they planted. After people learned to plant their food, it was possible for the first 

time in human history to have settled communities. 

 

3. Animal Husbandry 

As more and more people became settled communities, and the art of growing 

food increased, animals got attracted to areas around these settled human 

communities – attracted by the plants. The inclination of men was to drive them 

away as they did not want to compete with the animals for the food people planted 

for their own consumption. 

Women saw the whole thing differently. They took the view that if the animals are 

allowed to graze in the neighborhood, it was possible that they might get used to 

living around people. If that happened, they might get tamed and it would be easier 

to catch them than it is to go out and hunt them down. It thus became possible for 

the first time in human history to rear animals. 

 

4. Wealth 

Before the agricultural revolution, people’s condition of life was precarious: they 

lived, mostly, for the day. It was not possible to produce any surplus: people lived 

from day to day. Once they learned to plant their food and to tame animals, it was 

possible to have a greater food supply than their immediate consumption needs. 

It became possible for the first time in human history to build up surpluses. It 

became possible for the first time to build up wealth – measured in the number of 

animals and the crop yield people had. This changed the conditions under which 

people lived and the entire course of history. 

 

There were good things and there were bad things resulting from all of that. The 

purpose of my talk is not to analyse the good ways and the bad ways in which this 

development affected human beings. My focus is to trace how it evolved, and the 

role women played in making it possible. 
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5. A Leap into the 21st Century 

Many things have happened since those humble beginnings. For some reason 

there has been a significant focus on women in agriculture recently1.  In 2012 the 

Global Conference on Women in Agriculture was held at the National Agricultural 

Science Centre (New Delhi). It took place on the 13-15th of March. The Conference 

noted the following: 

 Woman farmers represent more than a quarter of the world’s population; 

 Women comprise, on an average, 43 per cent of the agricultural work force 

in developing countries, ranging from 20 per cent in Latin America to 50 per 

cent in Eastern Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa; 

 women have less access than men to agriculture-related assets, inputs and 

services; 

 If they enjoyed the same access to productive resources as men, women 

could boost yield by 20-30%; 

 The effect would be to raise the overall agricultural output in developing 

countries by 2.5-4%; and 

 This gain in production could lessen the number of hungry people in the 

world by 12-17%.2 

 

                                         
1 See https://www.wfasummit.com/; https://www.advancingwomenconference.ca/; 
https://www.farmingportal.co.za/index.php/farminglifestyle/agri-women; https://wia.unl.edu/conference  
2 See https://ccafs.cgiar.org/events/global-conference-women-agriculture  
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